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#
Enquiries to the Tender      
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On behalf of DRC 
Yours sincerely,
11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364
KBL RFP 04
Development of Multi‐Sector Action Plans
KBL RFP 04
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	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : the TOR specifies that the consultants should propose a definition of urban and peri-urban, as well as specific locations for study. Should those suggestions be included in the proposal, or are they to be developed after the award of the contract?
	[Please enter one question and answer per one line. Furthermore, kindly note that the question copied has to be identical to the one posted by the Supplier, and may not be altered] : This aspect will be determined after the award of the contract, in the inception phase. However, a clear indication of locations for study and justification for why those areas for study will be considered during the technical evaluation stage. 
	[Please click and choose date]: 10th April



